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Thank you for responding to my, ad i Turning Wheels. My name is Frank Ambrogio and
currently, I’m the President of the Orlando Area Chapter of the Studebaker Drivers Club.
I’m also not an expert on 1956 Golden Hawks. Although I tend to be something of a purist,
I want you to be a part of our group even if you car is no longer stock in appearance or
mechanics. As long as it is a 1956 Golden Hawk, that is all that matters.
My first priority will be to establish a roster of 1956 Golden Hawk owners. I want
to list each owner’s car(s) including serial number, engine number, body number, color,
transmission type, and some options. I will update and distribute periodically. I have
included a first offering of the roster in this package.
We own a unique automobile. It is the only model that truly reflects the
Studebaker/Packard marriage in that it is a real Studebaker with a real Packard engine.
The pre-1957 Packards were all Packard while the 1957-58 Packards were really Studebakers
with a Packard name plate and some left over Packard trim. Although this makes our cars
unique, this is also the source of much frustration whenever we look in our parts
catalogs for an engine part and see the aggravating “except 56J” notice.
I hope this project will lead to a system of communication and mutual help where
we can do things for ourselves. I am not setting any goals and by the same token I am not
looking to any limits. I will gather, organize, and distribute the information you
provide me. Anything else this club grows into will depend on you. Please be assured, I’m
just an old car lover and I’m not doing this for any kind of profit or prestige. I do
hope that in time, we will become the experts who know all the facts about these cars.
While I’m willing to do most of the work, such as compiling and distributing the
information, I would like you to do one thing for me.
If you haven’t already done so, you can get a copy of the original production
order for your car from Newman & Altman for $15.00. Their address is 405 West Sample
Street South Bend Indiana 46621. All you need to tell them is your vehicle serial number
(603____ for South Bend cars and 680____ for Los Angeles cars.) This number is located on
your driver side door jamb. Most of you did not send me your engine number or body
number. The model/body number is on the firewall on the passenger side and starts with
56J-K7 ____. The engine # is stamped on the boss at the top side front end of the engine
block, next to the oil filler tube. It is hard to read even if you can find it, but it
“should” start with S____ for automatics, and K____ for overdrives. The production order
from Newman & Altman should list of this for you. If you would like to do this, and send
me a copy, I can better keep track of what was original and what has been changed. I am
not drumming up business for Newman & Altman, but I don’t know any other way. I have
attached a copy of a production order from one of my cars. I would prefer you getting the
one for your car and sending me a copy, rather than asking you for some sort of dues. I
would love to get the production orders for all 4071, 1956 Golden Hawks and compile my
statistics, but at $15.00 each, that is over $60,000.
To get things started, I have listed a few questions that collectively we may be
able to answer for ourselves.
1. Some cars have STUDEBAKER SCRIPT ON THE FENDERS. Some cars have nothing. I have
seen one that says STUDEBAKER V8. Does anyone know at what point they started adding the
script? Of my two cars, serial 6031884 does not have the script while serial 6032195
does. I don’t know about Los Angeles produced cars. (This information is listed under
“FS” on the roster.)
2. Our steering wheels seem it disintegrate easily. Anyone had one repaired? Who
did it? Good job?
3. What have you done to cure your valve lifter problems?
4. Any suggestions on extending the life of your Ultra-matic? I have added a
transmission cooler.
5. Why do some cars have chrome “GOLDEN HAWK” script on the trunk and some have
Gold script?
If you know of any other 1956 Golden Hawk owners please ask them to provide (print
or type) the following information:
Name, Address, Phone#
Car serial number (South Bend cars started with 6030001, LA cars started with 6800001)
Body number (56J-K7 ________
Engine Number (Automatics were supposed to start with S1001, Overdrives K1001)
Transmission: AD _______ OD _______
Color ___________________ FS ___ PB ____ PW _____
P.S. A fellow named Vito Paolantonio 320 Willow Drive Little Silver New Jersey 07739 is
looking to buy a 1956 Golden Hawk. If you can help, you can call him at 201-747-6255.
Frank
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1956 STUDEBAKER GOLDEN HAWK - INFORMATION LIST
1956 STUDEBAKER GOLDEN HAWK (4071 PRODUCED) MODEL 56J-K7
MARCH 6, 1989
WEIGHT 3360 LBS, WHEELBASE 120-1/2", LENGTH 203-15/16", HEIGHT 56-15/16", WIDTH 70-7/16"
TRANSMISSION BORG-WARNER T-85 (OVERDRIVE), PACKARD TWIN-ULTRAMATIC (AD), TIRES 7:10X15
ENGINE 352 CID PACKARD 275 HP V-8, COMP RATIO 9.5:1
SAME ENGINE USED IN 1956 PACKARD CLIPPER CUSTOM (60), LOWER POWERED SIMILAR ENGINE WAS
USED ON 56 NASH AMBASSADOR, HUDSON HORNET, AND PACKARD SUPER/DELUXE CLIPPER. PACKARD
USED 374 CID SAME BASIC ENGINE.
CAPACITIES: RADIATOR 25 QTS (26 W/HEATER), GAS TANK 18 GALS, TRANSMISSION 11.5 QTS (AD)
DEXRON II, 3-3/4 PINTS (OD), REAL AXLE 3 QTS SAE 90 HYPOID, CRANKCASE 5 QTS, OIL BATH 1
PINT SAE 40 (OR 50)
BRAKES
FRONT WHEEL CYLINDER KIT BENDIX 66821, REAR BENDIX 66828
COOLING SYSTEM
FANBELT (GENERATOR) DAYCO 155701, (POWER STEERING) DAYCO 15501
RADIATOR HOSE LOWER DAYCO 81331/M13 (ID=1-3/4", LENGTH=16-1/2") FLEX HOSE
THERMOSTAT SEARS 78539 (OR 78541)
WATER PUMP 458410, SEALED POWER PC-152, THOMPSON FP-1175
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
BATTERY CABLES POSITIVE 48" TRW 1-48, NEGATIVE 20" NEIHOFF 1-20 (COULD USE 16") NEGARIVE
GROUND
FLASHER ECHLIN 536, DIMMER SWITCH ECHLIN DS102, HORN RELAY ECHLIN HT101, STOP LIGHT
SWITCH ECHLIN SL134, FILKO SLS-24, STANDARD SLS-27
COIL 6480147, AUTO-LITE CAD-4001 (SUBSTITUTE 5-60 W/32-1 BRACKET, NEIHOFF AL179
RESISTOR 439961, AUTO-LITE PU-4001
DISTRIBUTOR 6489834, AUTO-LITE IBJ-4001-C (IBJ-4001-E UPGRADE) USE SAE 20 OIL, 3-5 DROPS
POINTS NEIHOFF AL11HV, ECHLIN CS720A GAP .016", CONDENSER NEIHOFF AL31, ECHLIN AL868
DISTRIBUTOR CAP, STANDARD AL-131, ECHLIN AL-99, ROTOR BORGPWARNER D-104, ECHLIN AL65,
NEIHOFF AL86
SPARK PLUGS CHAMPION RN12YC, XN12YC, N8-67B GAP = .033-.O35"
GENERATOR 1540825, AUTO-LITE GJC-7002-F (SUBSTITUTE 45-721), USE SAE 20W ON OILERS
VOLTAGE REGULATOR 1539541, AUTO-LITE VRX-6008A (SUBSTITUTE 8-414), ECHLIN VR206, FUSE
ECHLIN VRF35
STARTER 472231, AUTO-LITE MDF-6008, NEIHOFF AL-200???
SOLENOID STANDARD SS202, STARTER DRIVE BENDIX 480082, ACCURATE 3-205, AUTO-LITE 6018
ENGINE
CARBURETOR-CARTER WCFB 2394S QUAD 1-1/4" REBUILD KIT=FILKO 24-2224A, BAILY 614259
FUEL PUMP 440629, CARTER M-2198-S OR AC 5594299 3-1/2-5 PSI, (HUDSON/NASH=AC5594293)
REPAIR KIT=STUDEBAKER 6484039
OIL FILTER FRAM C4P (OR C4), WIX 51006, NAPA 1006, WALKER DELUXE WD-36, PUROLATOR P-34,
AC P-209
TRANSMISSION
ALUMINUM POWER GLIDE RINGS WILL FIT ON THE ULTRA-MATIC
MISCELLANEOUS
WIPER BLADES 12"
If anyone knows of any other interchanges, let me know and I will update the list.
ITEMS OF INTEREST
In January 1987, I wrote to a man named Kenneth L. Johnsonwho claimed to have all
thpes of rubber hoses. I sent him information on the 56 GH hpper and lower radiator
hoses (part number 1539087 and 1539084). After MANY months, his response was that he did
not have the required hoses. He also stated that he had inquired about having the hosed
MADE as to correct size and diam. He had not received a reply as to the cost at that
time. He said he would keep my name on file and let me know the results. I have not
heard from him since.
Perhaps if all of us were to bombard Mr. Johnson, with requests for these hoses, he
may decide that there may be enough profit in it to be worth the effort (assuming he is
still in business.)
The address is KENNETH L. JOHNSON, CLASSIC AUTO PARTS, 550 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE, CARMEL,
INDIANA 46032
Also several years ago I saw an article on converting Delco or Auto-lite distributors
to Chrysler solid state ignition. If you are in to such things, you can try to reach
JACK KURTZ 131 WEST STREET LAKE GENEVA WI 53147 414-248-6572.
There is a man in the Packards International Club who seems to be very knowledgeable
on Ultra-matics. His name is HAROLD GIBSON 3609 MOUNTAIN VIEW PASADENA CA 91107
818-795-7889. If you live out his way, I THINK he would be happy to help you. I ALSO
THINK he would be happy to discuss your problem on the phone (California time.)
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HOW I SOLVED MY NOISY LIFTER PROBLEM ON MY 1956 GOLDEN HAWK
By Frank Ambrogio
NOTE: I sent the following to Dwain Grindinger of Turning Wheel's
Co-operator on December 21, 1988
Dear Dwain:
I wrote to you in January 1987 about the intermittant valve lifter
noise problem I was experiencing in my 1956 Golden Hawk (Packard 352"
engine with hydraulic lifters). I explained that after having the engine
rebuilt, installing a second set of lifters, installing new push rods and
rocker arms, the problem remained. You sent me Service Bulletin #314 and
informed me of Service Letter #936 (which you did not have) which
contained information on an oil pump relief valve tube kit identified as
part number 6484613.
I contacted Phil Brown of Phil's Studebaker parts who contacted the
Studebaker Museum and their combined efforts produced Service Letter 936.
After my letter and your answer appeared in Turning Wheels "The
Studebaker Cooperator", Richard Quinn (Almanac Editor), and William
Stroud of Barrien Springs, Michigan, also sent me copies of Service
Letter 936. Jim Maxey of Chandler, Arizona wrote and suggested running
with the oil 1 quart over full and using Plymouth 318" valve lifters. I
also recieved a call from Gary Siess of Dover, New Jersey who offered
several alternatives.
I purchased the kit from Packard Farm and I had the kit installed on
the oil pump. Although it made an improvement, it did not solve the
problem.
While at the meet in Estes Park, I spoke to Robert Dietzler of Simi
Valley, California who had solved a similar problem with his 56 Golden
Hawk. Bob sent me information from Packards International Motor Car Club
of Santa Ana, Ca.
Packards International claims that the problem is an inferior oil pump
whose shaft was not properly designed to utilize a bearing causing the
shaft to wobble and suck air into the oil stream. They also discovered
that the pot metal cover plate on the bottom of the pump would swell
under high speed operation thus allowing more air to be sucked in. They
offered a redesigned pump to their members which they sold on an exchange
basis.
I decided to buy the Packards International oil pump but I didn't want
to give up my old pump and wait for the new one to arrive. I began
searching for another oil pump and what follows is the real reason I am
writing.
I checked my Hollander parts interchange manual and discovered there
were two Packard oil pumps. Part number 6480508 was for the Packard 352"
engine and part number 440729 was for all Packard V-8s except the 352"
engine. This was the first time I had found a 56 Golden Hawk engine part
that was different from a Packard V-8 engine part.
I began comparing pictures and part descriptions from my Studebaker
and Packard parts books and found two differences. My oil pump had a flat
plate on the bottom while the Packard had a larger plate. The Packard
also had one part that my pump didn't have. It was listed as DRIVER VACUUM PUMP.
After speaking with Joel Ray of Patrician Industries in Dearborn,
Michigan, I discovered that the Packard had vacuum operated windshield
wipers and therefore the larger bottom plate I had seen on the picture of
the Packard oil pump was actually a VACUUM PUMP.
I had the engine rebuilt a few months after I bought the car in 1983
and suddenly I could vaguely remember the mechanic making some comment
indicating that he had misplaced the oil pump. Could he have possibly put
on another oil pump with a vacuum pump on it?
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I checked my bill and found oil pump among the parts listed. Now, if
the problem was air in the oil, and if my car had an oil pump with a
vacuum pump on it, and the vacuum pump wasn't connected to anything, I
reasoned that possibly the oil pump had been my problem all along.
I bought the Packard International oil pump which has a 3/4" bottom
plate in place of the vacuum pump (the Golden Hawk pump had a 1/4" bottom
plate). This bottom plate solves the problem of flexing at higher speeds,
but I don't know what the Packard people do about their wipers. The oil
pump that was taken off my Golden Hawk was, in fact, the one with the
vacuum pump on the bottom. I have not heard any lifter noise since the
new oil pump was installed.
Obviously the oil pump was the problem. I don't know if the vacuum
pump was letting air in the system or if the pump was just bad to begin
with, but after a 5 year battle, it is sure nice to be able to drive my
car more than 20 miles.
Just thought you'd like to know I finally was successful and that
there are a lot of great people in SDC who are willing to help.
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